


 

ISSUE 43, AUTUMN 2019  



Dear Reader,  
 

Welcome to Issue 43 of From Glasgow to Saturn.  We’re glad you’re here. As 
we toss the paper airplane to the next editorial team, we’ve been reflecting 
on the past year and the creative contributions we’ve received from the 
University of Glasgow alumni, students, faculty, and staff.   

This was an exciting year for us:  

− We were blown away by the enthusiastic response to Issue 
42 this spring. We sold out of our entire print run within a 
week of its release. This support allowed us to launch our 
first-ever Pluto Edition, a zine-length issue of From Glasgow to 
Saturn released between our usual spring and fall issues.  

− Pluto Edition: Pride highlighted the creative talents of the 
University of Glasgow LGBTQIA+ community. We were 
thrilled to celebrate with our contributors and friends at the 
launch party, at Category Is Books at the beginning of 
August.  

− You can now find From Glasgow to Saturn in several new 
locations across Glasgow, including Aye-Aye Books and 
Category Is Books.  

− We held a zine workshop at the Centre for Contemporary 
Arts over the summer and were inspired by what the 
participants created. We hope to plan more events to engage 
with the community in the future. 

− As we look to increase the diversity of voices in From Glasgow 
to Saturn, we’re excited to open up editorial applications to a 
wider range of people – 3rd-5th year undergraduates as well as 
postgraduates from across the university.  

Now, we’re pleased to share Issue 43 with you. Inside, you’ll find 
short stories, poems, and hybrid pieces—works that range from eerie to 
exciting, from poignant to playful, featuring new authors and returning 
contributors alike. We begin with Ross McWhinnie’s A Pint with Eddie 
Morgan, which makes us remember the highs and lows of Glasgow on a 
hot summer day, and end with Sarah Spence’s Unreturning, which takes us 
not to Saturn, exactly, but into a closer orbit.   

It’s been an honour for us to curate the 2018-2019 edition of From 
Glasgow to Saturn. Thank you for joining us on this interplanetary 
adventure!  

 



Now, follow the paper airplane and read on…. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Suki Hollywood | Daniel Gee Husson | Erin MacDonald 
Erin Morin | Siobhan Mulligan 
 
co-editors 
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A Pint with Eddie Morgan 
Ross McWhinnie 
 
Heat’s sent the town mad. 
Sun’s boiled the shallow valley’s pan 
to brimming over and I’m sat in my hat 
by the hedge listening to the insect buzz  
of trimmers bickering over that siren’s shrilling 
and young men bellowing. 
Fifteen pounds of it batters down on every inch 
but it’s the hot air makes us puff-cheeked 
and red, throwing back amber 
becoming too quick to anger 
(and maybe to exult?) 
It’s all happening overhead, 
invisible lines criss-crossing 
with their gossip flapping like washing, 
diesel grunts and cat calls 
bouncing from tenement walls 
all a-tizzy in that clear web  
stretched across my wee blue patch 
of sky. 
A gulp of cold air 
and that distant grey gives its patter to the day 
     (it’s a talker.) 
So washing zips down off the lines. 
Half-full and half-empty glasses clink in sinks 
and Day slams Evening’s door shut behind her on the way in. 
Yet the bees are still dancing in the grass, 
so she’ll no quite get silence, 
just peace. 
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We Can Never Know Sappho 
Ross McWhinnie 
 
Pull the porous shroud of parchment tighter, love 
Trace my lines with curious fingers, moan those 
Words I left you, murmuring all I am ‘til  
I’m froth on your lips. 
 
Beware the cold silent sea though, love 
Ocean that separates us and grows in us 
and spits at memory from high breakers black 
with all forgetting. 
 
Pull the paper’s edge tight to tearing then, love 
Feel my fabric fray with your ambition and  
Bleed out, bleed a kind of me that fits your me 
Shroud that sea in me 
 
Your me 
 
Until there is no me. 
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Single Malt Decisions 
Alli Parrett 
 
The bar is unfamiliar. The crowd is older and quieter than I’m used to. 
They occupy booths and tables in the dim light that hides age and secrets, 
while I opt for the extra elbow room and more sobering light at the bar. I 
take the corner spot closest to the bartender and farthest from anyone 
else. I don’t recognize the faces that sit in booths and crowd the jukebox. 
More important, they don’t recognize me. For one moment, I need no one 
to know it’s my birthday or that I was supposed to get married in a week 
or that I have a pending offer on my house.  

The first whisky of the night is always smooth. Jura—a young Scotch, 
only ten years, with a caramel-like sweetness and no bite. I anchor my 
elbow into the bar, suspending my drink just inches in front of my face. 
As far as home remedies go, whisky is the best I’ve found. The smell of 
butter and sugar mixed together like the start of a cookie dough wafts over 
the rim of my glass. But when it coats my lips and my throat it holds 
power over too many memories—to make them vivid or disappear. Oliver 
used to call it a table whisky—drinkable no matter the occasion.  

I nurse the first dram. Each sip tingles around my teeth.   
It’s nights like these when my ring feels heavy on my left hand. I spin 

it around my fourth finger with my right hand as I consider my options. 
Everything seems vast and open-ended. Even after seven months I can’t 
remove it. With it on, he is with me—still sitting next to me. With it on, 
the grey-haired men with droopy eyelids peering at me from a few seats 
over do not approach me, just stare at a distance. A lonely but preferable 
existence.  

Oliver used to chat men like that up. They would talk about whisky 
and then business. ‘They’re harmless,’ he’d say, always thinking the best of 
men he thought he would look like one day. Harmless until you’re not 
here, I’d think.  

Before Oliver died I’d often receive the unsolicited advice that people 
shouldn’t get married before they’re twenty-five. ‘Not that you two will 
have an issue, just something I’ve observed,’ they’d say to try and soften 
their judgement. Since his passing those same assholes have the audacity 
to tell me that it’s better to have loved and lost than never loved at all. I 
think even Tennyson would’ve given side-eye to their callousness.  

Oliver probably would’ve planned some quarter-century party for me 
or done something embarrassing in public to acknowledge that I’d spent 
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another three hundred and sixty-five days on the planet. He found a 
special amusement in making me blush, for which I could never be 
annoyed at for too long. Even in a crowded party where I keep to myself, 
he would come over and make it feel like it was just us two and no one 
else. Instead I sit here acknowledging that it had been two hundred 
thirteen days without him. Two hundred thirteen on its own doesn’t 
sound like a big number, an intimidating number. But waking up two 
hundred thirteen mornings when it feels like I’m missing a limb or a 
quadrant of my heart still remains the worst injury I’ve endured. Even with 
two hundred thirteen days between then and now, my emotions are only 
secured by the skin of my teeth, only to be beckoned forward by the 
inquiries of curious strangers.  

It’s a daily chore for me, heaving my body out of bed and going 
about the day. Some are more put together than others: I get up, shower, 
put on make-up, go to work, and interact with others in an almost cheerful 
manner. Others feel as though I have a wound that has yet to scab, still 
raw and ripe for infection. Those days I request to work from home or 
claim a sick day.  

The last sip is more smooth than the first.   
Today is Tuesday. Oliver’s mom, Nadine, calls every Tuesday. I 

missed her first call because my wispy blonde-haired real estate agent came 
over for a fourth time and asked if I had made a decision on the pending 
offer on our—my—townhouse. I decline her second call. She leaves a 
message this time.  

Oliver was without a will when he passed. We both were. Because no 
one tells you to create one when you’re in your twenties. But when he 
passed his parents didn’t magically forget that I existed and had created a 
life with their son. It was nothing like you see in the newspapers or 
families fighting over the end-of-life decisions of their deceased loved 
ones. At the end of it all, there was just the house so they couldn’t argue 
much about it if they wanted to. My name is on the deed and mortgage 
next to his. We both emptied most of our savings and retirement funds to 
afford it. I wasn’t comfortable with the idea initially, but Seattle rents 
weren’t any cheaper so we decided to be poor with equity.  

The equity looms over me. Every month that passes, my mortgage 
mocks me. My bank accounts taunt me with only half as much income 
deposited every month when the expenses stay the same.   

I put a coaster on top of my empty glass and go outside. There’s a 
group of people reminiscing about a time where one of them did 
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something stupid. They’re all in a fit of laughter while their cigarettes 
teeter between their fingers. I light my own cigarette and play Nadine’s 
message. ‘Nora, it’s me. Nadine.’ She started every conversation this way. 
‘I hope you’re doing something nice for your birthday. I know—I know 
that’s what he would’ve wanted.’ I want to call her back. I owe her that 
much. But pulling myself together long enough to order my drink, let 
alone having a coherent conversation, has been hard enough today. I 
know I can’t be the strength she’s looking for. She hasn’t let go yet, not 
that I know how a mother would go about that task. It’s not like I am a 
shining example.  

She used to be one of my favourite people. Her hugs are tender and 
her voice thoughtful and kind. Her heart was bigger and more welcoming 
than any other I’d encountered. But in her, I only saw Oliver. Her hugs 
were his. Her words were his. Her heart was his. Every so often we get 
together for a meal. Her eyes always look sad, not like she had been crying, 
but like her soul was broken mirroring my own hurt. There is a time 
coming when I will no longer take her calls. It is a day I dread. I delete her 
voicemail. Oliver hated when I did this. ‘But you’re not here to give me 
shit about it,’ I mumble and exhale a cloud of carcinogens.  
 
I go back to my stool at the bar and order a Highland Park twelve year. 
The barkeep tilts his head towards me wondering if I actually like Scotch 
this strong. Moreover, if I can afford it. Fuck off. I nod at him assuring 
him of my order. When I ordered a Scotch with Oliver next to me, no one 
questioned me. Will I have a lifetime of this so long as I sit at the bar 
alone? I don’t remember people questioning my taste before I met Oliver.  

The first sip is bold. Whisky coats the back of my throat. The glass 
suddenly feels slippery between my fingers. My palms are sweaty thinking 
about the house. I stare at my glass sitting on top of the rich, mahogany 
bar trying to distract myself from the thick business card I can feel burning 
in my back pocket. ‘The couple that submitted the offer really would love 
to live here,’ the wispy blonde-haired lady said, giving me yet another 
business card before I left for the bar earlier.  

I didn’t live in the house—not the whole thing, anyways. Our life is 
now a relic that I view like a museum exhibit. The occasional observation 
to see what had collected dust and where our dog Winston decided to nest 
while I am away working. I occupy our guest room and guest bathroom 
and most often our couch while Winston tries to find a way to comfort me 
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another night. He wallowed with me at first for a couple months after 
Oliver didn’t come home. But he knows it is just us two now.  

Winston knows the new routine. Without fail when I return home he 
will sniff my knees to inquire into my whereabouts that night, usher me to 
the kitchen counter for a nightcap, then to the pantry for the stale cookies, 
that I haven’t given up on yet, before we end the night on the sofa.  

The mortgage and the house attached to it are the emergency brake 
I’ve refused to pull. They kept things steady and predictable even as they 
stood as a constant reminder of the person I love and the life we had built, 
even though I can no longer afford it.  

Outside, the same group of people are still reminiscing—a new story 
now. I tap my pack, flick my lighter. Inhale. The smoke blends with the 
whisky that still coats my mouth. It is not an adequate replacement for the 
conversation I miss, but it beats standing alone with nothing to keep my 
hands busy while my mind churns through what-if scenarios like cogs 
churning at a factory.  
 
One more. ‘Talisker, neat,’ I request. The peated whisky compliments the 
smoke that still lingers on me as the glass touches my lips. It was Oliver’s 
favorite and the most expensive one at the bar. I have a bottle of it, still 
two-thirds full while the others hover just above empty, on the kitchen 
counter.  

He wanted to serve it at the wedding but I was quick to squash that 
request. Between us two, I am the frugal one. He was the one that didn’t 
mind added expenditures so long as there was an experience to be had.  

Our three years were the fastest I’d ever lived. Filled with endless 
pints and spending money we didn’t have on good Scotch and rooting for 
our home teams and fumbling through our unkempt Spanish skills while 
we backpacked through Spain and asking serious questions while we were 
drunk and eating cold pizza. These months after him have been the 
slowest—filled with more whisky and fewer memories to prove it.  

They say there’s beauty in hindsight, but I suppose that’s when 
people have the luxury of being nostalgic with their chosen person. Guilt 
is temporarily washed away with each sip of smoky whisky. Now all I wish 
is that I could tell him yes. Replace Marie Antoinette’s words with Let 
them drink Scotch and see the simple yet expensive joy it brought him.  

Two hundred thirteen days ago, I had no regrets. Now they stack 
upon one another like the wooden tiles in a game of Jenga waiting to 
topple and destroy what was left of my solitary existence. When I think of 
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him, the part of my heart that was missing aches as if it still existed. 
Unsaid words burrowed through my thoughts and appeared when I least 
expected reminding me of the goodbye that would never be uttered for 
him to hear.  
 
Winston is waiting for me behind the narrow window next to our front 
door. He sniffs my knees and ushers me to the kitchen counter for a 
nightcap. I forego the cookies and instead grab the last cigarette from the 
pack. Winston cocks his head to the side as I flick my lighter and release a 
cloud into the middle of the kitchen. We never smoked in the house. It’s 
someone else’s now.  
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To Roll a Joint 
Adam Murdoch 
 
My mum came home from work a time  
told my gran a story   

how angry this made her a  
grown man thought it appropriate  
to teach a 9yr old boy  
to roll a joint  
when advised he must offer  
his kid more quality time  

  
Listening from the stairs I thought  

how painful that sounds  
as I imagined the splayed mangled mutilated limbs  
this poor child was subjected to  
in the name of father / son bonding  
  
I realise an awful lot, now  
about my own life to date  
  

and both of theirs.     
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The Long Lie 
Fraser Malone 
 
You’re not going in today. You’re just not. The phone’s been on silent 
since last night. Ten missed calls and a voicemail. Just tell them tomorrow 
that you were sick all night, head in the toilet, slept all day. You’ll get a first 
warning. Big deal.   

You bunch the covers around you like a human burrito. The 
bedroom is limbo, a dark space. Quiet, save for the faint noise of traffic 
outside. Once you’re fully awake, you slide out of bed and yawn, then pad 
across the cold floor into the bathroom. You spend over fifteen minutes 
in the shower, gently scrubbing every inch of you with that special 
coconut bodywash you got at Christmas. You’ve never felt so clean in 
your life. Outside it’s the sunniest it’s been in two weeks, so you pick out 
your favourite top, shorts and sandals. You crave pancakes and realise you 
haven’t made them in years. Not for yourself, at least. In the kitchen, 
apron on, you sift and crack and pour and whisk and ladle into a hot pan. 
The first two are uneven and burnt, but they always are. ‘Dog pancakes’, 
you heard a friend call them once. Only fit for consumption by canine, or 
an unfussy child. There are spits of batter all over your apron and the 
kitchen counter, but your third pancake looks good enough to have come 
from a packet, so you smile. You make two more, nail both. Look at them, 
you should be a TV chef. You put the dog pancakes under plastic-wrap in 
the fridge and eat the good ones at the breakfast bar with syrup and a cup 
of coffee that you re-heat in the microwave. The stack of dishes in the sink 
makes you sigh, but you’re careful to only wash your plate from this 
morning. You’re not meant to be in, after all.   

Next, you dig out a book. Not your new-age self-help manual about 
the journey beyond the soul, but that scary one you’ve had since you were 
sixteen, about the kids that get chased around an abandoned amusement 
park by an axe-murderer. The pages are dog-eared and discoloured and 
you get through four chapters in an hour. It’s as good as you remember. It 
goes just past midday and you realise that you should expect a phone call 
about now. Nothing. Are you disappointed? You’d rather not think about 
if you are.  

The long walk into the city is easy today. You soak in the sun and feel 
the cool breeze wisp around your bare legs and sandaled toes. You’re 
hungry again by the time you reach the edge of town, so head for that 
sandwich place you like. No, you don’t. You feel like pasta, so you go to 
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your favourite Italian up town instead. The waiter sits you at a table 
outside and you order some bucatini amatriciana and orange San 
Pellegrino and smile so much that he looks at you like you must be high. 
You’ll leave him a good tip. Or at least, you’ll leave one for the waitress 
that brings your food, the one with dark, pretty eyes. Part of you hopes 
that she comes back before you leave, but you just draw an inky smile on 
the bill and head for the park.   

You stroll under the trees. It’s hot, even in the shade, making your 
back sweat. A parkkeeper tears over the green atop a lawnmower. You 
smell cut grass and your nose itches. As you reach the far end of the park, 
you’re caught by something pungent, a sweet stink. The bin by the path is 
overflowing with refuse, circled by angry wasps. There are a few folks in 
suits nearby. A woman in a tight-looking skirt and warm-looking coat sits 
on a bench, trying not to drop her phone into the box of wilting salad on 
her lap. Indifferent city buildings peek over the treetops in varying shades 
of grey. You shouldn’t be this close, in case someone you know spots you.  

It’s a long walk back home, so you jump on a bus. Not the one that 
goes straight by the house. You’ll get on the one that takes twenty minutes 
longer, with air conditioning and leg room and which doesn’t smell like 
piss. On the bus, there’s a girl wearing headphones. As you sit, her eyes 
look briefly across to you, then back down to the open book on her lap. 
Her hair is chestnut-brown and tumbles to her shoulders in curls, 
sunglasses holding them back like a hairband. She’s in a white top and 
denim skirt, and when she turns a page and adjusts the bag on her 
shoulder, you hope she doesn’t look up to see you staring. What the hell’s 
wrong with you? You think about going over and asking her for her 
number. You don’t, that’s stupid. She has a cute button nose and from 
where you’re sitting it looks like she has a wrist tattoo. Just go over and 
talk to her. Ask if her book is any good. What’s the worst that could 
happen?   

The bus slows down. You stand up. You get off. You just head 
straight for the door with your head down and you’re on the street. Shit.  

Stand for a minute, deep breaths. The bus pulls away, around the 
corner and out of sight. Figure out where you are. It’ll be a while before 
you get home and your feet are already hurting in the sandals. It’s late. You 
should really go and buy stuff for dinner, something that takes ages to 
prepare. That’ll keep your mind busy. When you eventually get to the 
store, you buy oven pizzas instead. You’ve been at work all day, 
remember? No time to cook. You’re not that stupid.   
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Not long after you get home, the two of them come in. She shows 
you the plastic-cup princess she made at after-school club. He kisses you 
on the cheek and asks how your day was. You say it was fine. After dinner, 
the three of you sit on the couch and watch a Pixar movie. You put her to 
bed, clean the dishes in the sink. He does work on his laptop. In bed, you 
plug your phone in to charge and set your alarm. The screen is smothered 
by missed calls and the voicemail you won’t listen to. Go in early 
tomorrow. Tell them you weren’t feeling well.  
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A Life in a Bowl of Congee 
Grace Shaw 
 
Wedged in her seat, she is a tiny ball of fury, her heels digging against the foot rest, her 
fingers clamped round the edge of the high chair table, knuckles white. The spoon 
approaches her pursed lips.  

‘One more,’ coaxes the mother.  
The child roars her refusal, swinging her fist up against the spoon, which collides 

with the bowl of congee. Both spoon and bowl fly up into the air. Some of the congee 
splatters down the wall, but most of it lands on the child’s head, forming a gelatinous 
helmet punctuated with the odd grain of rice.  
 
This, apparently, was one of my first encounters with congee, a type of 
rice porridge or gruel popular in many Asian countries. My parents had 
come to Britain from Hong Kong in the 1950s, and congee was 
considered to be suitable for Chinese babies, being easily digestible and 
nutritious, and preferable to the infant cereals being fed to my British 
contemporaries. I don’t remember this event myself, being only eight 
months old at the time, but the story has been told so often in the family 
that it has become a collective memory. A photograph of me as a toddler 
in my high chair, a truculent expression on my face, reinforces that 
memory.  

Congee—or jook, the Cantonese term—is made by simmering one 
part rice to ten parts water or stock for about an hour until it is thickened 
and creamy (well, that’s my mother’s recipe—if you Google ‘congee’ the 
quantities of water range from seven to twelve parts for each part of rice). 
As well as being served to babies and invalids, it is commonly eaten at 
breakfast with accompaniments such as roasted peanuts or fermented 
vegetables. I remember my mother making me congee when I was unwell; 
she would normally use chicken stock, but otherwise it was a fairly bland 
affair to which I was largely indifferent. If I wanted comfort food, I much 
preferred noodles in beef soup flavoured with root ginger and spring 
onions.    

As a mother, I became reacquainted with congee when I tried making 
it for my older son (as a change from puréed vegetables) when he was a 
baby. Baby was distinctly unimpressed despite the care I had taken with 
the stock, simmering a couple of chicken legs in water, skimming off the 
fat, then straining it carefully before adding the rice. My husband—a Scot 
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who is usually open to all types of cuisine and enthusiastic about Chinese 
food in particular—looked at our son’s bowl with disbelief.  

‘What on earth is that?’  
‘It’s called jook in Chinese,’ I tried to explain.  
‘More like “yuk” if you ask me,’ was his response. Needless to say, I 

never bothered making congee for our second son.    
Congee returned to my life in 2007 when we visited Hong Kong to 

see family. We were staying at the Excelsior Hotel, which had an extensive 
breakfast buffet catering for visitors from all over the world. As well as the 
usual bacon, sausages and eggs, there were platters of cold meats and 
cheeses; artistically arranged slices of tropical fruit; cakes and pastries 
which would put any Paris patisserie to shame; curries, noodles and rice. 
But…it was the congee counter that caught my attention.  

It wasn’t so much the congee—in a large soup kettle—that I was 
interested in, more the dishes of accompaniments that surrounded it. As 
well as little bowls of coriander, spring onions, and ginger, there were goji 
berries, red and jewel-like. Halved salted duck eggs nestled beside century 
eggs that had been pickled so that their yolks had turned dark green and 
their whites translucent amber. There was also a platter of youtiao, long 
thin doughnuts to dip into your congee. The congee itself was plain, made 
with water rather than stock. The idea was that you chose your 
accompaniments and flavoured your congee to your taste.  

I couldn’t resist. I ladled some congee into a bowl and selected my 
toppings: half of a salted duck egg with its deep orange yolk; a sprinkle of 
goji berries and chopped spring onions, and finally, a golden youtiao 
balanced across the bowl. At the last moment, I caught sight of a dish of 
fermented vegetables, something I had not had since I was a child. I added 
a spoonful of this to my bowl, which was already in danger of 
overflowing.  

As I returned to our table, my sons—now teenagers—looked in 
horror at my chosen breakfast.  

‘What is that?’ they chorused, their eyes rolling in unison at their 
embarrassing mother.  

‘It’s jook.’  
‘Yuk? Yeah, you’re right, it looks yuk!’ Both boys spluttered with 

laughter.    
I glared at them and my husband, daring him to contribute to the 

mayhem, but he remained admirably impassive. Ignoring the hilarity across 
the table, I savoured my breakfast, the silky texture of the congee 
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contrasting with the crunch of the fermented vegetables, the tang of the 
goji berries and the saltiness of the duck egg. The fragrance of coriander 
filled my nostrils as I spooned up the last of the congee. I could not 
believe how a few well-chosen additional ingredients could elevate simple 
rice gruel, a dish which had evolved during a time of famine to make rice 
go further.  

On our return to Britain, inspired by that breakfast experience, I tried 
making congee with pork, chicken, and seafood as well as the plain 
version. I was drawn to congee accompaniments whenever I visited the 
Chinese supermarket, and found yuk sung, a dried pork product like 
savoury candy floss, a treat which I had not tasted since I was a child. I 
tried fermenting my own vegetables, pickling carrots, cucumber and 
cabbage in sugar and rice vinegar. It was something I remember my 
mother making; I loved how the sour tang of the cucumber danced on my 
tongue, contrasting with the sweet aftertaste that followed.  

Unfortunately, it is impossible to make congee in small quantities. As 
I am the only one in the family who likes congee, I am faced with eating it 
for days or throwing it out. I discovered that I can also make congee with 
leftover rice, adding water and simmering for twenty minutes or so, rather 
than boiling from scratch for over an hour, but it isn’t the same.  

With some regret, I gave up making congee. Part of the pleasure of 
food—and comfort food in particular—is being able to share that joy. 
Congee came back once again into my life while on holiday in Vietnam 
earlier this year following our retirement. I was delighted when I saw 
congee was part of the breakfast buffet. Here, it is known as cháo. My 
husband watched, amused, as I carried my steaming bowl, topped with 
Vietnamese herbs, pork floss and goji berries, back to the table. It was the 
first time in years that I had eaten congee that I had not prepared myself. 
Again, I found myself entranced by the soothing nature of the congee, the 
fresh fragrance of the herbs and the salty sweetness of the pork.  

I have recently discovered that it is possible to freeze congee, but I 
don’t think it compares with the freshly made version, simmering on the 
hob while you decide what meat or vegetables to serve with it. My sons are 
now in their twenties and should they present me with grandchildren, I 
plan to initiate them into the joys of jook. Although British born, the 
Chinese part of me hopes that my sons’ children will also be inspired by a 
passion for congee. Whether this passion be a love or hatred for congee is 
unimportant. As long they do not feel indifferent.  
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An Index of a Mother 
Kiera Nicol 
 
Abortion     19, 24, 30 
She was always so flippant, so slippery with the details but my dad told me 
that she’d lied to him. She doesn’t remember anything about it but he 
thinks she did it to spite him. She was drunk then, too.  
 
A.M      30-35 
Red cheeks to show all the kids watching that this is FUN; exciting, 
nothing like school. They act just as young as us watching and it’s 
comforting. The puppet’s nose, too. It pointed upwards to the sky and 
squeaked about after-school snacks, while I sat watching in my pyjamas. 
Those weren’t red, but they were bright in a different way. I folded my 
arms over my chest and tried not to listen to the noise next door.  
Purple shirt. A little too bright for the T.V cameras but fitting with the 
mood. I just concentrated on the buttons. They had a pearlescent glow 
that caught the light, shining green in contrast. The noise was getting 
louder now and difficult to ignore. The stuff the presenter was talking 
about was only a reminder that I hadn’t been to school all week. I liked 
colour. 
 
Cut       8 
On her knee. Left one, I believe. Mr Sheridan smelled like a dry dull 
smoke when he smiled at her that she shouldn’t run so fast in the corridor. 
The plaster was sticky blue and she ate grapes afterwards.  
 
Fuck      15 
the police, the pope, yer da. Scrape menchies wae hash signs and tell gran 
she’d never raise a Hun. He loved ye, right? It felt no bad, right? Hen, whit 
are ye waitin fer? It’s actual fine it’s actual nuthin it’s actual fuck aw it’s just 
like a fag and yer fuckin mad fer the fags int ye 
 
Girl        25 
three wee pairs a’ tiny pink shoes look at thaem! look at the size ae they 
wee hings thur so wee and pretty and you could just pick them up knit 
them intae a lullaby buy yer last boattle buy yer last wan by the way she has 
the same wee eyes! Amber int it? Amber’s lovely but it’s a stripper name or 
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a colour or it’s a bit too bonnie or it’s a bit too bright she’s lovely hen she 
really really is 
 
Green      35 
The parade always made me feel like I was on holiday, which was an odd 
concept as I’d never really been on one. The way the men were dressed 
and parading outside felt so foreign. I vaguely understood the religious and 
political connotations, and I knew that Uncle John had wanted my name 
to be ‘Keira’, spelt deliberately for the chants at my Christening. ‘K, E, 
IRA! K, E, IRA!’ My mum told me the story over and over again, and not 
one bit of venom was lost when she spoke it.  
 
Hit        5, 6 
ONE the tv is never loud enough can’t  
TWO it go any louder  
THREE something about stop it please something  
FOUR about apples  
FIVE and trees I don’t like leaving it on an odd number ‘cause it 
SIX sounds weird  
 
Maybe    23, 24  
The door was just a little a bit blacker than blue and she remembered that 
she’d started smoking standing right outside it. She remembered the taste 
more than the feeling, and the smell more than the flame. It coughed out 
of her now and spat onto the floor, crawling away from her grasp. He was 
handsome in a way, and nicer than the one before. It all sounds pretty 
romantic, really, but she only said yes because the dealer’s number was in 
the top right pocket of his ugly jacket, right where a condom should’ve 
been.  
 
Mine    31 
I know that I love her because I’ve lied for her so many times. And one 
time Declan called her a really horrible name in front of everyone in class 
and I imagined myself punching him right in the face, right there and then. 
Because he doesn’t know what it’s like. His mum picks him up everyday 
and he’s always got a packed lunch. All he sees is mum’s short skirts and 
smudged eyeliner and he doesn’t see her struggle to eat her dinner at night 
but then 
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I think about the way it makes me feel when she sits on the couch with 
her sixth glass of wine shaking her leg up and down and up and down her 
foot banging on the floor as she spits insults at every women she sees on 

the tv channels she keeps changing getting more and more spitty as 

she sees women in tshirts and dresses and skirts women 
looking pretty women talking pretty and it’s only three o’clock 
but six glasses four o’clock and more glasses  

 
Noise      14 
What do you think the noise is that custard makes? Do you think that 
maybe it could tell the time? Do you think it ever shuts up? Do you think 
it sounds the same as scraping a nail on a tree bark, the nail as rusty as the 
one you found on the ground that one time you keep telling everyone 
about? Do you think the noise (I say noise but I mean sound) can soothe 
you into silence? She just thinks that custard is yellow. But, yeah, some 
people say well actually it’s more of an orange naw it’s maybe more of a 
mustard yellow surely a custard yellow definitely a sunlit yellow. I hear it 
can raise a sunken heart.  
 
Parish      32 
Father Peter Lennon, who recently retired as parish priest of St Joseph’s 
RC Church in Helensburgh, has died aged 78. 
Father Lennon, who was at St Joseph’s for 10 years, also ministered for a 
time in 1988 at St Michael’s Church in Dumbarton. 
His death was a great shock to St Joseph’s congregation, who gathered in 
large numbers in their church hall only last month to make a retirement 
presentation to their departing pastor but you always told me he was 
nothin but a torn faced prick.  
 
You       48 

I totally get it, if Curtis doesn’t want anything to do with me. Obv 
you’ve told him everything and rightly so. I couldn’t hate myself 
more. I love you so much and I’m proud of the amazing woman 
you’ve become. I’m trying to do the same. I’m just really shit at it. 
You don’t need this . I’m gonna be 49 soon . I’ve caused you 
enough hurt over the years. If I was turned inside out, I wonder 
what you’d see. I only wanted a thank you for the card. Wasn’t 
laughing it off (wish it was that easy). Was just trying to get the 
convo on a more creative note, sorry. You’re a creative and 
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intelligent woman. Please don’t ever lose that. I know I’m not 
worthy, to be ur mum , but I am. I’m here no matter what. I hope 
Curtis realises how lucky he is. Love you with all my heart. 
(always have.) ALWAYS WILL. No matter what. Xxxxxxxx  
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/ Elseworlds 
Shehzar Doja 
 

Choose: a street in [Dhaka/Luxembourg/Glasgow] 

Now [fold/fall] a      (—)                       

 part 
of it          whistling  

[Hymns/ Sangeets/ Chvrch choruses] 

[Wonder/Wander] the dusk through to its end 

the street [lamps/lights] are depleted  

carrying the [scratches/salvation/voices] with you 

  
it is your home 
 t(o)o  

make [poetry/love/art] to tingling erasures  

 

expose You to the [poetry/art/love]; wedged crevices of 

[dilapidated/crumbling/homely] build 

                                                                   up(s) 
 
Choose an insensate street  

≈> initiate  [vape/hookah/car] smoke               wait! 

grow smaller with every 
 heave  

 

& don’t forget to breathe/ 

& don’t forget to chase rabbits down holes/ 

& don’t forget to [forget/forgive] [./…] 
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First Gear 
Sarah Spence 
 
They say you’re no meant to leave a dog locked in a hot car. They 
overheat and that’s them.   

—Your father would never have taken the motor out on a day like 
this, goes Jean.  

Forty minutes. Forty minutes we’ve been sat here, no moving. And 
her in the back well over seventy.   

—Sheer stupidity, she says.  
I’m wondering at what point we phone someone, at what point we’re 

needing big strong folk in uniforms. At what point we’re needing 
rescuing.   

Johnny’s back to biting his nails. I try to catch his eye. He stays glued 
to the road, the good driver. The bumper in front rolls just that bit away 
from us, and a gap of tarmac opens up like a gasp of fresh air. A bit 
reprieve, bit breathing room. But we roll right into it, fill it up again, and 
we’re back with our noses squashed flat against the rear end. The sun 
bouncing off the metal, blinding.   

—There was accident reports all over the news, Jean says. —I don’t 
know why you wouldn’t listen when they’re telling you.  

My fringe is absolutely plastered to my forehead. I’m dying for a wee 
sip juice but we’ve only three poxy cartons of orange to do us.   

—Just nice to get out and about in the nice weather, I says, in a 
pleased-to-meet-you voice.  

—Sheer stupidity.  
How long could we live off this plastic bag between my knees? 

There’s no even one bite of meat on Jean if it comes to it. They’d probably 
start on me first. We roll forward again. Johnny puts his hand on the gear 
stick, pretending we might get up to second this time. It’s a wonder we 
haven’t all suffocated in our seats. Tarmac and metal and airless waiting. 
To think this top was clean on.   

Sausages on a grill, ken that way their skin splits and they’re just lying 
there, all coming apart from themselves in the heat.   

—How about a wee bit radio?, I says. My shorts cut me in half as I 
lean forward. I’m playing about with the dials, it’s all just noise, chart 
music, phone ins. The twelve o’clock news bulletin. Posh, clean voices, in 
some temperature-regulated booth somewhere. It’s the usual rubbish, 
some initiative for the schools.  
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—That’s no it twelve already?, goes Jean. It’s right eerie the way her 
long, bony finger comes through slowly between the seats, starts poking 
away at Johnny’s arm. —I’ll be needing my pill, I’ll be needing my pill.  

I wipe my fringe back a bit, try to mind why we left the house.  
—The traffic will be thinning out any minute now Jean, I says. —No 

long now.  
But she’s upended the beach bag, raking through for her pill bottle. I 

hear the house keys slide off the seat and hit the floor. We’ll be spending 
the night locked in here too.  

—Can you no hold off til we’re there and settled, Jean?  
—It’s every four hours, the doctor said. Every four hours, no to miss 

one.  
I lean back into my damp clinging t-shirt. It’s the breeze I love on the 

beach. When it’s roasting and you can sink into the heat like a big bath, 
but with the waves’ rhythms and a cool bit whisper coming off the ocean.  

—Make sure she’s no gubbing them dry, Johnny goes, still staring 
down the licence plate in front.  

We’ve just the cartons, wee bars of Lidl chocolate and sandwiches 
wrapped in tinfoil, though the egg’s probably turned by now. I stab the 
straw through the foil, pass a carton back to her.   

—Wanting a wee egg sandwich to go with that? I says to her. —Line 
your stomach.  

She sticks her nose up at that. Johnny nods to give it here and I swear 
he puts the whole thing away in three bites.  

—Awfy dry, that, he goes. —I’ll take a juice too.  
—Johnny, I goes. —That’s us just two left.   
We’re at a standstill but he still doesn’t take his eyes off the road. —

I’m the driver. Am I no even allowed a juice now?  
—Imagine that, Jean goes. —And in this weather.  
I’ll leave them two to deal with each other when we get there. He can 

manoeuvre her out the back seat. She can carry the bags. I’ll be knee-deep 
in the waves, tasting the salt.  

—Watch your hands, I says. —It’s right sticky, that carton.  
And there’s a right strong smell of orange juice. I go raking in the 

bag, but the plastic’s already slimy. I imagine licking the liquid beads from 
the split carton, tipping the bag into my mouth, praying for a few droplets. 
Jean gurgles air with her straw, Johnny chucks his crumpled box on the 
dashboard. I wipe my hands on my bare knees, making them sticky too.  
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There’s the fruit and nut, at least. But the chocolate is slick and 
sickening, stuck to the wrapper. A big gloop runs out before I can catch 
it.  

—Don’t you be making a mess of that seat.  
—Are you needing a hankie, says Jean.  
Johnny turns now to look at me, turns his whole body in the seat. 

There’s sweat even in his eyebrows. —No even three months I’ve had this 
car.  

—I’ve got a packet, she says. —To think some folk travel without 
them.  

The radio. An advert for car insurance. The voices bouncing, cartoon 
horn honking.  

Jean’s arm pokes through between the seats, waving the hankie like 
surrender.   

—You’ll be wanting to dab at it, Jean says. —No to wipe it.  
—Don’t rub it in, goes Johnny.  
The hankie is flaking on my fingers, sticking to the sticky bits.  
Shut that radio off a second, I’m just needing a wee gasp of air, I 

says. But maybe the words are no coming out. Just a wee gasp of air.  
We roll forward again, erasing the wee bit breathing room that opens 

up in front of us. Bumper to bumper. I can’t get the windows open. 
Pawing away like a trapped dog. I’ll be howling in a minute. Barking mad. 
Biting.  

I crack the door, swing it out. Everything’s at a stand still.  
—What the bloody hell are you doing? Johnny goes.  
—She’ll get herself killed, I hear her in the back say. —Stupid girl.  
Just a gasp. Wee bit air.  
—For god’s sake, goes Johnny. —Get back in here.  
The ground’s burning. Such a shock, toes on tarmac. Like hot sand. 

Maybe I slipped out my sandals, maybe they melted right off me. Just a 
hop, skip and a jump, and a clamber over the railing, and I’m up on that 
slope of grass, the plastic bag banging against the back of my knees. Find 
the breeze. Sun beating down. Engines, horns, voices, angry, but the 
breeze. I can’t find the breeze.  
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Grounded 
Molly Moylan Brown 

  
When she turned six, Meredith’s flight training began in earnest. Before 
Father, a Navy pilot, was sent to Vietnam, he gave Meredith his gold 
wings for safekeeping. She kept them pinned to her pyjamas. Mother 
wasn’t around much because she was ‘working her tail off’ and going to 
night school, leaving eleven-year-old Sabrina to take care of things.   

Every night, Sabrina checked the casualty listings in the Stars & 
Stripes newspaper before settling down to her homework at the kitchen 
table while the Swanson TV dinners heated up. Meredith was in charge 
of setting up their places on trays in front of the TV console. Then she 
would climb atop the armrest of the living room easy chair and 
jump. With each attempt from her launching pad, she tried to hold herself 
up in the air a little longer. She tied a long bath towel around her neck to 
catch more wind to remain aloft for a few more seconds. She tried 
bending her knees deeper to lend greater propulsive force to her take-
offs. She switched to a long, cotton pillowcase cape and tried flapping her 
arms vigorously before and during her launches to achieve greater 
maximum lift. She began angling her body forward, like a streamlined 
arrow for a better shot. She trained faithfully every night, sure she was 
making incremental gains.    

The secret of flight, she theorized, must also have to do with the 
strength of her thoughts, how strongly she focused on the up, light, and 
flight, rather than the down, heavy, and crash. Sister Bertrille on The Flying 
Nun said herself, ‘When lift plus thrust is greater than load plus drag, 
anything can fly.’ She so admired Sister Bertrille, she added a headpiece 
made of their old dog’s pet cone with cardboard wings taped to either 
side. She was proud of the refinements she was making to her flight 
training regimen. Father would be, too, she thought, smiling at his framed 
photo.He looked right back at her with his beautiful toothy smile.   

One night, after a crash that knocked out a front tooth and a wing 
off her headdress, she spotted Sabrina standing in the doorway.    

Every object persists in its state of rest or uniform 
motion in a straight line unless it is compelled to 
change that state by forces impressed on it.  

   Isaac Newton’s First Law of Motion  
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‘Gravity,’ Sabrina informed her, ‘will always keep you down. Gosh, 
Meredith,’ she laughed as she helped her sister to her feet, ‘everyone 
knows that, even kids half your age. And you don’t? It’s a basic law of 
physics! 

‘Besides, I don’t think Mother would be very pleased with you 
jumping all over the furniture. Why don’t you try something civilized, like 
reading?’    

The next morning, Father’s gold wings disappeared, and the Tooth 
Fairy didn’t come. Meredith was sure Sabrina had something to do with all 
of that, though she pleaded innocent when asked. Meredith felt jinxed. She 
laid off practicing in the living room for the time being. She pretended to 
read a book instead, throwing her leg over the armrest like Sabrina, 
looking up at Father, worrying the space with her tongue where her front 
tooth once was and wiggling the one next to it. Sometimes she pulled her 
t-shirt over her head and swung it like long hair the way Sabrina did, while 
pretending to chew gum. She was forbidden to chew gum ever since she’d 
stolen a piece of Sabrina’s and fallen asleep with it. Mother had to cut it 
out of Meredith’s hair, which had made her late for work and which 
Sabrina tried to ‘fix’. This ultimately led to a visit to the hairdresser’s for a 
pixie cut that made her look like a boy, which she liked. Less drag! Only 
people like Father and Sister Bertrille would understand.    

Meredith didn’t entirely abandon flying. Her experiences of 
flight were too vivid for dreams. She had a clear sensation of movement, 
then lift-off, hovering, gliding down the long stairs, and soft landings on 
the ground floor. Sometimes flying happened so effortlessly, she could 
manage a round-trip back up and into bed. At other times, the flight deck 
of her mind had a sudden power outage, and a return trip meant 
lumbering up the stairs on foot, tripping over the hem of her long 
nightgown. One time she flew right out of her open bedroom window and 
saw Father passing by, waving and smiling at her from the window of his 
plane.    

On one of her night flights, she encountered Sabrina standing on the 
landing. With a swift impulsive shove, she sent Sabrina hurtling over the 
banister. Meredith watched in horror as Sabrina plunged to her death. The 
carpet below opened immediately on impact, swallowing her sister whole 
before sealing itself back up. In a state of sheer panic, Meredith jetted 
down the rest of the long flight of stairs, swung around the newel post, 
crash landing on the carpet where she pounded and scratched, screamed 
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and cried for the rug to open and release her sister. She apologized a 
thousand times that it had been an accident. To no avail.    

When Meredith awoke the next morning, she saw Sabrina, in bed 
across from her. There she was, sleeping peacefully below her giant poster 
of Davy Jones in a bathing suit; her hair was still in neat pin curls, her 
mouth slightly open showing her fat retainer, her ABC gum stuck on the 
headboard. This fact was of little consolation. Meredith had killed 
her sister and, by some miracle, Sabrina had returned. Meredith felt guilty 
and ill at ease. When Sabrina opened her eyes, Meredith had the distinct 
sense Sabrina could read these thoughts written all over her face. She 
looked away, noticing Davy Jones’ hair was longer than her own.  

‘Take your eyes off Davy,’ snapped Sabrina.  
Not long after, the family moved to temporary housing on base, an 

apartment much smaller than the house. Mother, now wearing a small pair 
of Father’s dog tags, had an officer stack the beds, saying bunk beds would 
give them more space. Meredith snagged the top bunk in a flash before 
Sabrina could.   

‘Fine,’ said Sabrina, ‘at least I’ll have a nightstand and my own lamp.’ 
She unrolled her Davy poster, taped it to the wall, and locked her valuable 
possessions in the drawer of the nightstand. Meredith would find a way to 
break into that drawer sometime soon.  

At first, Meredith was afraid each time she climbed up and down the 
ladder hooked on the edge of the bed frame. In time, she advanced to 
making practice jumps from the top bunk until she could manage without 
as much fear, in case Sabrina should impulsively push her off the bed in an 
act of retaliation which she thought was bound to come. It was only a 
matter of time.   
   

  
The pool on base was finally open for the season. Meredith decided to 
brave her first ever jump from the three-meter springboard. How many 
bunk beds high was this diving board? She hovered on the lip of the plank 
cantilevered over the water, clamping her toes on its rough surface as it 
vibrated in response to her shaking. She stole a glance down below into 

Force is equal to the change in momentum per change 
in time.  For a constant mass, force equals mass 
times acceleration.  

   Isaac Newton’s Second Law of Motion  
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the clear turquoise water. It appeared bottomless, as infinite as 
the sky above. She felt dizzy. Out of nowhere she felt a push from 
behind. She flew off the board, cracking the water’s surface with a violent 
belly flop, triggering such a rush of pain and burning she nearly choked on 
the heavily chlorinated water. She flapped and sputtered to the pool’s tiled 
edge, then struggled to hoist herself up out of the drink. That was when 
she spotted her sister sitting in the grass a few feet away, chewing gum, 
sporting a small, benign smile, nonchalantly sipping an orange soda, 
paging through her dog-eared copy of Teen. Meredith was sure Sabrina was 
to blame for her loss of power. But she couldn’t trouble Mother with this 
because Mother was having a ‘breakdown’ and Sabrina ‘was in charge’.    

Then there was the amusement park. Meredith was finally tall enough 
for the wooden roller coaster, her stomach jittery with excitement to have 
this chance before their long drive across the country from the San Diego. 
They were moving there to live with their grandmother in New 
Jersey where Mother could get some rest. She rushed ahead of Sabrina, 
climbed the small flight of metal stairs, and, at the last second, was offered 
the seat compartment in the very front all to herself. Sabrina would have 
to wait for the next run. She could think about her hairy boyfriend Davy 
while she waited her turn. As soon as they pressed the restraining bar into 
her lap, the train wheels creaked and rumbled up the steep incline, like a 
grandfather clock getting wound. The train crested at the top and made a 
quick double dip. Whee! A rush of cool air stretched her mouth into an 
‘o’. It felt just like when she pressed her mouth against a windowpane and 
blew on the glass. The hair-raising thrill grew as the car accelerated, pulling 
and pushing her body up and down. In the brief intervals of relative calm, 
she took big gulps of air and had bursts of admiration for her courage to 
take this trip solo, mixed with a mounting eagerness for it to soon come to 
an end. The adventure whipped her through twisted, overbanked turns. 
The rickety wooden track rattled loudly as the train zoomed in and out of 
dark tunnels, slamming her left and right, ploughing full speed into 
confusing loops. Meredith was seriously regretting the hotdog she had 
eaten earlier.   

She approached the highest hill. This would be the grand finale.   
 Meredith zoomed into a rip-roaring drop, the train accelerating in a 

rush right up to the ride’s highest point, slowing, clackety-clack, as it 
prepared to make a curl over the apex.   

The roller coaster jerked abruptly to a stop.    
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Meredith’s car was the only one hanging over the crest of the highest 
hill, facing directly down the slope to the gasping crowd below. Her thin 
pink t-shirt slipped out of the waistband of her shorts, catching gusts of 
wind, blowing up like a piece of Sabrina’s bubble gum. She gripped the 
restraining bar to stop herself from pouring out over the top, feeling blood 
rushing to her face, pressing behind her eyes, a sound like the ocean 
whooshing in her ears. She was beginning to sweat. Way down below she 
could make out Sabrina, among the growing crowd, one hand over her 
mouth, the other one waving to her. Was she laughing? The train lurched 
for a second and the crowd emitted a collective scream. Meredith’s 
glasses fell from her face to the ground far below, plonking off the ride’s 
support structure, making dinging sounds like a musical triangle as 
they fell. She squeezed her eyes shut. Years passed. She felt something 
jostling and knocking her car from behind and below. She pressed her 
back into the seat, pushing down on the bar to keep herself from slipping 
out, and holding her breath. There was someone making clicking and 
a squeaking sounds beneath her compartment, telling her to hold 
tight. The bar released, her body slid out of the seat.She gripped the 
bar tightly with both hands like an aerialist dangling from a trapeze 10,000 
feet in the air. She thought she could hear her sister shouting above all the 
other voices. What was she screaming? Fly? Jump? A moment later, she let 
go and hurtled through space.   

She awoke on her back, tangled in a net like the kind at the 
circus. When she opened her eyes, there was blurry Sabrina, cradling her, 
stroking her forehead. She reached in her pocket, pulled out Father’s gold 
wings and placed them in Meredith’s palm. Meredith returned a wan 
smile. Sabrina whispered, ‘Father would be so proud of you.’  

  
  
  

For every action, there is an equal and opposite 
reaction.  

   Isaac Newton’s Third Law of Motion  
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What he makes of me 
Angela Cleland 
 
Little pointillist—he latches on wrong and takes  
my blood for his palette, my breast for his canvas  
and I am too sleepy to quibble. When I wake  
 
there is a cuticle of bruise above my nipple  
where his top lip crept greedy and drew   
the blood through my skin in purple prickles.  
 
His mouth, popped open in milky reverie,  
is dreaming of bright red flavours to come.  
I press the bruise and wince. It delights:  
 
a stiff shirt collar grazing a love bite;  
uncertainty on a week-day morning.  
I wonder how much he has had of me.  
 
This ruthless creation machine is his own  
study in red and white, pink as a valentine.  
He would suck the blood right through my skin  
to complete himself and I would let him.  
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In Defence of Never Blinking 
Angela Cleland 
 
No, not even sequencing can tell you  
where a child's eyes will come to rest:  
blue, or brown, or, hope-against-hope,  
most sought-after green.  
 
Even after all these years, in certain lights,  
you think, after all, perhaps they have not yet  
settled, that they will keep on changing.  
 
That one day your child will regard you  
and their irises will be pitch, or plum, or crimson,  
and you will not know when it happened,  
and it will be too late, now, to mention it. 
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skin|skin 
Angela Cleland 
 
my skin gives the cue|your temperature aligns  
with my every exhalation|you fall closer in to me  
            I am absorbing you|you are sinking   
                    through my skin|you return to me  
             I am earth receiving|you are rainwater seeping  
                      back into me|you settle  
 

after your long adventures in the air  
 
        I stroke with my wrists|your back accepts   
        my most delicate offering|your little frog spine  
        so much is passed from me|to you in this way  
            my breath on your crown|your breath on my sternum  
my pulse woomfing at your ear|your heart trundling on my ribcage  
              I give you my warmth|you surrender your weight  
 
this is enough 
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Threadbare 
Lydia Roy 
 
I start with a loose thread.  

I am on a bus, the fourth I have been on today. I know this because I 
have been counting them. One, I said, when I stepped off the first. Two. 
Three. I have not yet said four, because I am still on the fourth bus.   

I am sitting, seven rows from the front, unless you count the two 
single chairs that face one another and are reserved for the elderly as two 
separate rows. In that case, I am sitting eight rows from the front. It 
depends on your perspective. My mother used to tell me my perspective 
was limited. She would say it if we were having an argument: your 
perspective—and she would point her finger at me—is limited. Her voice 
would go wobble as she spoke.    

Here are some other things my mother used to tell me: you should 
stop that picking, you’ll only make it worse. Mandarin Chinese is the only 
language worth learning, except for English and that’s only because you 
already speak it. You have destructive tendencies. Don’t sit like that, it’s 
mannish. Buenos Aires is the capital city of Argentina and should be 
translated as meaning ‘Fair Winds’ because that is what the original 
founders intended.   

I do not agree with my mother (about my perspective, not the other 
things—Mandarin Chinese is the only language, save English, I have ever 
tried to learn) because from where I sit, my perspective seems limitless. 
Not entirely limitless. I cannot see the driver, but that is only because of 
the box in which he sits, hidden from the rest of us. My perspective is … 
what shall I call it? Expansive. Not limitless, but expansive.   

I like that.  
Here is what I can see: the paint-splash pattern of dots on the chair in 

front of me, a number of people occupying seats, and one man who let a 
pregnant woman get on in front of him and ended up without a seat to 
occupy. The bus is very full.   

I can also see: the red bell that you ring when you want to leave the 
bus (there are many of them within my line of sight, but I am only looking 
at one), the streets outside the window to my left (I am in a window seat, 
because I got on the bus earlier than everyone else, at the very first stop), 
the woman sitting beside me, her legs crossed so she is not touching me. I 
see the book in her hands, her handbag, the strap twisted round her arm, a 
thread hanging from her sleeve.   
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I am staring at the thread. I can’t help it. Every time, I try to look 
away, to count chairs and people and buses and seconds and each time, I 
end up staring, hard, at a thread.   

I want to tug at it, but I know that’s how it starts. I arrange my hands 
so that one is on top of the other, in the hope that they will hold 
each other back when the urge gets to be too strong. I watch the pregnant 
woman (two rows from the front) with her hands resting over her swelled-
up stomach, and try to imitate the way she holds herself. My fingers 
twitch. The woman beside me flicks the page. I start counting. Find a 
distraction—another thing my mother told me. Find a distraction, 
and keep your hands to yourself.    

There are thirty-six people on this bus. There are thirty-five chairs. 
There are sixteen poles for people to hold onto when the bus jolts. I 
forgot to count the driver, so I start again. I try not to think about how 
many loose threads there are on this bus, because then I will have to 
unspool them all.   

Counting never does the trick. My fingers inch towards the 
thread. Slowly, so slowly it hurts, an ache that goes all the way from my 
fingertips to the roots of my hair, I reach over and brush her sleeve. The 
woman doesn’t flinch. With two fingers (ah, ah) I pinch the loose thread 
and pull.   

Oh, it is wonderful—I repeat that to myself, singing it to the tune of 
my mother’s favourite hymn as the thread unravels; the counting stops, 
the ticking goes silent. I had forgotten how good it felt. The thread dances 
as I pull. I can make it dance, twist it round and back and round again, my 
thread, wriggling and jerking in between my fingers. I am so happy that my 
insides have gone buttery. I don’t glance up at the woman’s face (I am 
focused on my thread) but I know she is not looking at me. Her eyes will 
stay fixed on the book, until the end comes. They never look, until the end 
comes.    

I am halfway up her sleeve now. Her arm is bare, beneath, as 
the fabric comes away. I don’t want to think about the next part yet, so I 
try not to notice the freckles on her arm. I have reached her shoulder. A 
pile of yellow thread has accumulated on the seat between us, some of it 
spilling into her handbag, which was open. I reach over her chest, my arm 
blocking her view of the pages (she doesn’t look up, she pretends to still 
be reading) and start on the other sleeve. When that one is finished, I pick 
at the bottom of her sweater, and start to unspool from there, too, until I 
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can see her midriff. She’s wearing a woollen skirt. I’m glad it isn’t 
denim. Denim is always difficult.   

By the time I am finished unspooling her clothes (the shoes I remove 
and leave to the side; I don’t do shoes) her right pinkie has begun 
trembling. That’s where the trembling usually starts, although sometimes it 
happens somewhere else—a knee, for example, or the corner of a mouth. 
Once, it was a big toe. That one was very funny. I laughed about it, 
afterwards, waiting for the next bus to come along. I don’t laugh now, 
because I hate the next part.   

I pause, for a moment, looking at the pink naked woman beside me, 
her book still held in her hands, her right pinkie trembling against the 
cover. I consider, as I always do, whether it would be better to just leave 
her sitting there. But my fingernails are clawing at my palms and already 
the itch is beginning again; I am staring at the woman with all her lumps 
and swollen bits and parts that don’t fit quite right just sitting there and I 
am itching. I can see in her every loose thread that there has ever been. I 
can’t help it. I swear, I have tried.   

So I start at the pinkie. Skin is harder than clothing, but simple 
enough when you get the hang of it. Pick like you would a roll of 
Sellotape, until you find the edge. And you unwind.   

Unwind, unspool. It doesn’t have to be messy if you are very careful. 
If you peel it very, very slowly. I’ve gotten pretty good at it. I almost 
manage to do her all in one go—one long spiralling strand of pink 
between my fingers, held ever-so-gently, pulled ever-so-taut—but the bus 
lurches and I lose concentration, tear it. I have to pick at her until I find 
another loose bit, near the middle of her stomach. I have taken the book 
from her hands and laid it gently on the floor. It shudders as the bus 
moves.   

Skin done, and I breathe a sigh of relief, letting the last coil fall to the 
floor of the bus. Muscles are easy, if they don’t get tangled. After that, only 
bones.   

It’s then that she looks at me. Her skull tilts, so that the black sockets 
gaze down into my eyes. It’s always the same. I look back, feeling as 
though I should say something, apologize, perhaps, or throw my arms 
round her neck (the space where her neck once was and where there is 
now only cartilage) and sob. Please, I would say, though I would not know 
what I was begging for. Oh, god, please.  

I don’t do any of that. Instead, I go still and watch her face, until her 
lower jaw drops into a sort of grin. At least, it looks very much like a 
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grin. I can never tell. She maybe-grins at me with all of her teeth, and I 
unmake each of them, one by one, unscrewing them from her mouth and 
uncoiling the bone, fingers working until they are all gone. From the teeth 
I go on to the skull, and then downwards, spine, ribs, hip-bones, femurs.  
When I have finished with the last of the bones in her toe—there are a lot 
of bones in the feet, and I don’t know any of their names—then, I am 
done. She is lying in ribbons of thread at my feet. No one around has 
noticed. I decide to get it all over and done with before the itch has a 
chance to return.  

I move through the rows, unspooling and unspooling, grasping every 
loose thread I can find. They don’t look at me, as I crouch down and start 
picking at their trouser-legs. They never look. My mother told me once 
that people only ever look when they can avoid it no longer. She said it 
when I was very small, before I had ever been on a bus, before I had even 
learned to count.   

The bus slows to a stop, which means that the driver is next. The 
driver is always the last. I clamber into his box and unmake him gently as I 
can, letting the threads fall round his feet. They’re everywhere now, caught 
on the poles and all over the aisles, some of them draped over seats, a few 
stuffed into the ticket-bin. There are so many colours that it hurts my eyes, 
and I have to rub them hard, with the heel of my palms, before I can look 
properly. Coils and coils, most of them red and pink and white but some 
of them lime-green and purple, blues and greys all mixed together, and 
the bright yellow of that first thread lying heaped in the corner. The  
driver is vanishing beneath my hands. I am down to his anklebone now. I 
whistle as I finish.   

A moment, where there are no more threads to pull. Here they are, 
all laid out. My fingers go loose, with nothing left to grip. I cannot tell you 
about the feeling that comes then. I cannot tell you of the silence that falls 
over the whole bus, the silence that few people ever get to not-hear; I 
cannot tell you, because then it would not be silent anymore. Because if I 
tried, then the thread would be broken. It would come loose, and hang 
down so that only I could see, and the counting would start again.  

I hit the button from inside of the driver’s little glass window to open 
the doors. The air outside is cold when it hits. A few of my threads blow 
out onto the pavement.   

‘Four,’ I say, and step off.   
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Sweet Dreams 
Ely Percy 
 
It was the summer of ’83. The summer I discovered Annie Lennox and 
androgyny and girls; it was also the summer I realised a horrible crushing 
truth about my own female body: those recurring dreams I’d been having 
about miraculously growing a penis—they were, quite simply, dreams.  

I was eleven then. Tiny for my age, and awkward, and gawky, with 
skinny white arms and legs that turned blotchy in the heat, and a riot of 
orange hair that could never be tamed no matter how short I got it cut.  

Back then, I hadn’t grown what my mother referred to as my ‘lumps’ 
yet. But we’d had the talk about boobs and bodies and period blood at 
school just before we broke up for the holidays; and, frankly, the prospect 
of those things scared the shit out of me. What made it worse was the 
boys being taken into another classroom to learn about wanking and wet 
dreams—we’d never been segregated like that before and it was all very 
nudge-nudge-wink-wink. Up until that point, I’d been completely ignorant 
of puberty. I was the eldest child, and my mother was not the kind of 
person to talk about ‘personal issues’. I didn’t even know what a tampon 
was—although I’d seen adverts for them in Hannah’s magazines with 
faces and whiskers and ears drawn on to make them look like mice—and 
when the teacher gave us our little information pack with the free ‘starter 
kit’, I stuck mine in the back of my underwear drawer and didn’t open it 
for another two years.  

Hannah Jeffery, my best-friend/only-friend/reason-the-nutcase-kids-
in-our-area-didn’t-kick-the-shit-out-of-me-on-a-daily-basis, was 
the neighbourhood tomboy and I was completely and hopelessly in love 
with her. Hannah had a mushroom hair cut, and she wore boys’ jeans, and 
she’d often roar through our scheme doing stunts and wheelies on her 
second-hand BMX bike with her ghetto-blaster gaffer-taped to the 
crossbar, Eurythmics songs pumping. Hannah was also boy mad, and that 
summer she talked me into ‘practising’ french kissing with her so that we’d 
be good at it when the time came to do it ‘for real’.  

The kissing happened when we were camping out in her back garden 
in her brother’s draughty old one-man tent.  

‘You be the boy,’ she’d asserted, and she’d pushed me backwards into 
a pile of empty Tangy Tom crisp packets then clamped her lips onto mine.  

I’d had no complaints.  
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We did it a few times. On different days. Sometimes lying down. And 
once she even let me ‘massage’ her twenty-eight double A tits.  

Like I said, I fucking loved Hannah Jeffery. She made my miserable 
little life as the local pre-teen oddball worth living. Her other-best-
friend/next-door-neighbour, June, however, was a different story—and a 
massive pain in my vagina.  

June, who made it very clear that she couldn’t stomach me either, was 
thirteen, and one of those girls who wore the kind of skirt my mother 
termed a ‘belt’; she was tall for her age, and well on her way to having a 
full hour glass figure, and often she’d make a show of loosening the top 
three buttons of her blouse. June had already started high school and her 
menstrual cycle the previous year—and she told us about the latter in 
graphic detail, one sunny and sweaty afternoon, not long after she’d 
squeezed her way into the tent under the guise of playing ‘Truth Or Dare’ 
with us.  

‘I’ve got hunners of pubes as well now,’ she announced, in between 
cracking strawberry Hubba Bubba and fiddling with her push-up bra 
straps.  

Hannah giggled.  
I felt my jaw and my shoulders tighten.  
June was a nightmare who was never done boasting about her body 

and the things she’d done with it: if she wasn’t talking about ‘fanny farts’ 
and ‘period arse’, she was telling us about the older boys she’d ‘got off 
with’—according to her, she was officially the first girl in her year to allow 
herself to be fingered.  

She nudged me then.  
‘Hey, Ally, have you got any pubes yet?’  
I didn’t answer. Instead, I ripped open another packet the 5p crisps 

and shoved a fistful in my mouth.  
‘Well?’  
I just ignored her.  
‘What’s the matter, hen? We’re all girls thegether here.’  
Then came the challenge:  
‘Mon then, show’s yer pubes … I dare ye …’ she said, flashing me a 

mouthful of sticky pink gum.  
Hannah giggled again. It was probably just nerves on her part but, at 

the time, I felt furious and humiliated and let down.  
‘Mon then, I’ll show you mine if you show me yours.’  
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‘Why don’t you then?’ Hannah countered. ‘Why don’t you show us 
yours first?’  

June said: ‘Alright.’  
And she did.  
The pants she was wearing had a picture of a daisy on them—they 

were lilac with yellow elastic band at the legs and waist. Not that I saw 
much of them because she had them down at her ankles almost as soon as 
she’d lifted up her skirt: there was a lot of hair down there and it was black 
and curly like a mass of dissected spiders’ legs, and it made me feel tense 
and tearful.  

‘Right, who’s next?’  
June hauled her lilac pants up and flattened her skirt as though it was 

the end of a curtain call and there was nothing more to see.  
There were voices coming from outside the tent and the sound of the 

ice cream van in the background.  
‘Mon then, don’t be shy, lassies,’ crowed June. ‘Mon, show’s yer hairy 

fandangos.’  
I continued eating my tiny tomato-flavoured maize balls very slowly, 

licking all the orange food colouring off my fingertips one by one.   
Weeks before, not long after we’d had our talk at school, some of the 

boys from our class accosted me and Hannah, and pinned us down to 
administer what they called ‘the whistling test’: it involved one boy holding 
a girl’s arms above her head whilst another sat on her legs and squeezed 
her nipples through her clothes until she made the desired high pitched 
noise. Hannah’s ordeal lasted mere seconds before she passed the test and 
was set free; I, on the other hand, was less fortunate because I had never 
mastered the skill of blowing air through pouted lips.  

‘Mon then, what you waiting for?’ said June. She looked at me and I 
looked at the floor and then she said, ‘I want to know if yours is the 
same colour as your hair.’  

‘Fuck off!’ I said.  
‘I bet it is,’ she roared. ‘I bet it’s like the burning bush.’  
‘It is not!’  
‘Gin-ger minge! Gin-ger minge! Gin-ger minge!’  
‘Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!’  
‘Prove it then.’  
I made a move to scramble out of the tent but she grabbed me by the 

legs of my tracksuit bottoms; I had one hand on my waistband and the 
other hand on the zip of the door and I was close to tears and then— 
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‘Girls, do yous want a cone or juice or anything off the van?’  
Saved by Hannah’s mother.  

  
Later, after the sun had gone down, and June had snuck out to meet some 
boy from Trinity High, Hannah and I lay side by side on our backs on top 
of our single sleeping bags:  

‘Mine’s kinda bald, you know,’ said Hannah. ‘My fanny, I mean.’  
I could feel my heart hammering in my chest.  
‘I’m just saying,’ she continued.  
‘Right.’  
‘Do you think that’s weird?’  
‘Don’t know.’  
‘Al?’  
‘Uh-huh?’  
She paused then shuffled then leaned in close. I kept staring up at the 

hole in the peak of the nylon tent and the tiny spider that was creeping its 
way towards us.  

‘Can I see yours?’  
‘No.’  
‘Oh, O.K.’  
She sounded disappointed.  
‘Do you want to see mine?’  
I thought about this. I wasn’t sure. I could feel excitement building 

inside me like an inflating balloon but I didn’t know why or what it 
meant.  

I never got to answer her question though. Because right at the crux 
point, June’s dad—a great bull of a guy—came crashing into the garden, 
ripped open our tent flap from the outside, and demanded to know where 
June was.  

We were too scared not to grass on her.  
Afterwards, Hannah had gone off the idea of showing me anything, 

and suggested we go straight to sleep.  
‘Sweet dreams, Al.’ she murmured, as she burrowed down into her 

nylon cocoon.  
‘Yeah,’ I whispered, ‘you too.’  
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Unreturning 
Sarah Spence 
 

Edinburgh’s lovely; I love no longer living here,   

instead admiring the Gardens and the Castle   

through a carriage window in Waverley station   

without having to dodge people   

with vague names and high school faces, sitting    

now with stubble and hanging guts in local pubs, stuck   

within the same radius of their parents still;   

or worse —    

imagine seeing old friends on busy Princes Street;   

they nod, remove one earbud, watch out for the bus,   

smartly wrapped in expensive jackets,    

adult fashions we laughed at, at fifteen, freezing    

but refusing to leave each other at this final corner —   

No, I always buy my return ticket, not tempted   

by Haymarket yet, its false promise of a second chance.    

In fact, I’m uneasy until the train meets Murrayfield;    

I never trust that we’ll reach the outskirts,   

find speed enough as we travel   

parallel with the trams that can’t leave the city.   
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